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Description

[0001] The present invention refers to a combined ov-
en for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh
food products, in particular for warming sandwiches.
[0002] Currently, for warming sandwiches, flat bread
or similar products, mobile heated plates, that are
brought together like a clamp resting on the upper and
lower outer faces of the sandwiches to be heated, are
usually used.
[0003] Such plates thus provide for warming and
"browning" the outer surfaces of sandwiches by direct
contact.
[0004] However, disadvantageously, such plates do
not always provide for sufficiently heating the inside of
the sandwiches apart from after a very long time.
[0005] Moreover, with these plates, a suitable inner
heating of the sandwiches can cause excessive heating
of the outer surfaces of the sandwiches themselves to
the point of burning them. Another drawback of the afore-
mentioned plates is the fact that, in order to reduce the
waiting time of the warming, it is necessary to always
keep the plates supplied with power, i.e. hot, with a rel-
atively high energy consumption. Alternatively, nowa-
days, so called "microwave ovens" are largely used to
warm sandwiches in both working/commercial environ-
ments, such as canteens or snack bars or others, as well
as at the home.
[0006] Microwave ovens are a particular type of oven
in which the warming and cooking of the food products
is mainly carried out by the warming effect of microwaves
generated by the oven itself.
[0007] The operating mechanism of such ovens is fairly
simple and it is related to a device, called magnetron,
that generates a microwave radiation in the form of a
variable electromagnetic field in a food cooking and hous-
ing chamber.
[0008] The oscillation of the electromagnetic field, with
a frequency of about 2.45 GHz, is able to produce oscil-
lations in the molecules of the food products having po-
larization, mainly water.
[0009] Such a molecular shaking, induced in the afore-
mentioned water molecules, provides for increasing the
temperature of the food products hit by the aforemen-
tioned wave oscillations. The cooking chamber is sub-
stantially a Faraday cage, that prevents microwaves from
coming out, in which the oven door is generally made
from glass so as to allow the dish inside it to be seen,
but at the same time it includes a layer of thin metallic
mesh as an electromagnetic shield.
[0010] Since the width of the links is less than the wave-
length of the microwaves, 12 cm, the radiation cannot
cross the mesh, whereas light, having a wavelength
which is much shorter than the mesh, can.
[0011] For safety reasons, the closing mechanism of
the door includes suitable switches that turn off the mag-
netron in the case in which it opens, thus preventing mi-
crowaves from coming out.

[0012] The magnetron must be supplied with energy
with a direct current voltage of several thousands of volts,
which is produced from the voltage of the electrical mains
by means of a transformer followed by a rectifier and by
a condenser. Suitable devices turn the system on and
off by command of the microprocessor that manages the
operation time based upon parameters set with the con-
trols present on the front panel.
[0013] Even if the ovens foresee the adjustment of the
cooking power, the magnetron is always operated at full
power to keep the efficiency at its maximum. The mod-
ulation of the power is carried out by adjusting the ratio
between the turning on period and the turning off period
according to a technique called pulse-width modulation.
[0014] In order to obtain, for example, a power which
is equal to half of the maximum power, the magnetron
turns on for a few seconds, to then turn off for an identical
amount of time and so on until the end of the set cooking
time.
[0015] It should thus be clear that the warming of food
products through microwave ovens is totally different with
respect to the conventional warming of the heated plates.
[0016] Indeed, in the case of sandwiches, the inside
of which generally has a lot more water with respect to
the outer surfaces, in microwave ovens their inside is
heated more with respect to the outer layer.
[0017] There is thus an opposite effect to that found in
the analysis of the heated plates in which the heat passes
through radiation and conduction only from the outermost
layers of bread towards the inner ones.
[0018] The main advantage of microwave ovens with
respect to conventional plate cooking systems lies in the
very fast cooking and defrosting of the food products.
[0019] However, even microwave ovens have some
drawbacks like, for example, the fact that the warming of
sandwiches is not homogeneous, but rather concentrat-
ed in particular areas, usually exclusively on the inside,
which absorbs more of the energy of the microwaves with
respect to the outer faces.
[0020] If it is wished to continue the heating also for
the outer faces of the bread with known microwave ov-
ens, keeping the bread in the microwave itself for a long
time, the inner portion is unfortunately damaged/hard-
ened such that the sandwich does not meet the common
expectations of the consumer.
[0021] A further limitation of microwave ovens lies in
the fact that the temperature of the food products being
cooked is relatively low and in any case not suitable at
all for giving the outer surface of sandwiches their desired
"browning".
[0022] Such a browning phenomenon is indeed closely
related to a very precise combination of time/temperature
and heating method which cannot be obtained with com-
mon microwave ovens.
[0023] In order to reach an optimal heating, it is thus
currently necessary to first heat the sandwich in the mi-
crowave oven for a few seconds, which allows the inside
to rapidly warm up, and subsequently take out the sand-
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wich to brown the outer faces through the heated plates.
[0024] Alternatively, nowadays, there are combined
microwave ovens, which combine microwaves, suitable
for rapidly warming the inside of the sandwich, with an
infrared beam system, which is able to brown the outer
surface to give it a better flavour and fragrance.
[0025] However, also these ovens have drawbacks,
like for example, a long time needed for the infrared
beams to complete the aforementioned outer cooking of
the bread, which greatly exceeds the time needed for the
microwaves to heat the inside of the same sandwich.
[0026] The US 5204503 and US 5155318 patents de-
scribe microwave ovens in which the plane supporting
the food products is of the heated-plate type suitable for
heating the lower surface of the sandwich through direct
contact.
[0027] However, also such devices described in US
5204503 and US 5155318 have drawbacks related to
the fact that the browning of the bread only occurs on the
lower surface of the sandwich, forcing the user to interrupt
the cooking and to turn the sandwich over to obtain a
browning also on the other surfaces.
[0028] Of course, such a procedure makes the waiting
time for the cooking/browning of the sandwich longer,
forcing the user to carry out the aforementioned turning
over operation of the sandwich manually.
[0029] Therefore, also the combined solutions known
today and briefly outlined above for warming sandwiches,
i.e. the plates, the common microwave oven, microwaves
having infrared or having the lower heated supporting
plane, have some drawbacks. Finally, US 6018157 de-
scribes a combined oven of the microwave type equipped
with a supporting plane of the heated type. US 6018157
also foresees the presence of a further mobile element
of the heated type accommodated in the cooking cham-
ber above the supporting plane.
[0030] Disadvantageously, in such an oven neither the
supporting plane, nor the upper heated element can be
activated independently with respect to the magnetron,
since there is an inert gas provided inside them which
can be activated by the microwaves present in the cook-
ing chamber and generated by the magnetron.
[0031] It is not therefore possible, according to US
6018157, to use the supporting plane and the upper el-
ement as means for heating the outer surfaces of a sand-
wich without necessarily having to simultaneously warm
it with the microwaves as well.
[0032] Such an aspect is extremely disadvantageous
in view of the fact that, in order to obtain an optimal outer
browning of the sandwich, the latter necessarily absorbs
an excessive amount of microwaves such as to damage
the inner portions and the possible fillings, beyond repair.
[0033] All this due to the fact that, as it should be ob-
vious, the outer browning requires more time than that
necessary to correctly warm the inner portions and the
possible filling of a sandwich through microwaves.
[0034] Moreover, another drawback of such a prior art
lies in the fact that, due to the high humidity generated

by cooking with microwaves, it is not possible to make
the outer surfaces of the sandwich crispy, since they re-
main too wet.
[0035] The purpose of the present invention is that of
making a device which is able to overcome the afore-
mentioned drawbacks of the prior art in an extremely sim-
ple, cost-effective and particularly functional manner.
[0036] Another purpose of the invention is that of mak-
ing a combined oven for cooking, warming and defrosting
frozen or fresh food products, in particular for warming
sandwiches, in which the warming of the food products
is homogeneous and is not concentrated only in partic-
ular areas.
[0037] A further purpose is that of obtaining a com-
bined oven for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen
or fresh food products, in particular for warming sand-
wiches, in which both the internal warming and the outer
browning of the sandwich occur rapidly and without any
manual intervention.
[0038] Yet another purpose is that of having a com-
bined oven for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen
or fresh food products, in particular for warming sand-
wiches, in which it is possible to simultaneously brown
the outer lower surface as well as the upper surface of a
sandwich without ever having to interrupt the cooking of
the inside of the sandwich itself.
[0039] A further purpose is that of having a combined
oven for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh
food products, in particular for warming sandwiches, in
which the outer browning through plates and the cooking
of the inside of the sandwich through microwaves can be
activated totally independently from one another and with
different activation times according to needs.
[0040] These purposes, according to the present in-
vention, are achieved by making a combined oven for
cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh food
products, in particular for warming sandwiches, as out-
lined in claim 1.
[0041] Further characteristics of the invention are high-
lighted in the subsequent claims.
[0042] The characteristics and the advantages of a
combined oven for cooking, warming and defrosting fro-
zen or fresh food products, in particular for warming sand-
wiches, according to the present invention, shall become
clearer from the following description, given as an exam-
ple and not for limiting purposes, with reference to the
attached schematic drawings, in which:

figure 1 is a perspective view of a combined oven
for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh
food products, in particular for warming sandwiches,
according to the present invention;
figure 2 is a partial section elevational view of the
oven of figure 1.

[0043] With reference to the figures, a combined oven
for cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh food
products, in particular for warming sandwiches, accord-
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ing to the present invention, is shown with reference nu-
meral 10.
[0044] Such a combined oven 10 is of the microwave
type comprising at least one magnetron for generating
microwaves in a chamber 11 for cooking, warming and
defrosting, said chamber 11 being selectively able to be
accessed from outside through a moveable closure door
20 provided with a handle 21.
[0045] The combined oven 10 is able to operate like
known microwave ovens, in which the magnetron,
through a suitable electronic control circuit and a wave
guide, generates a flow of microwaves such as to excite
the molecules of water that make up the food products
to be heated into movement.
[0046] In the case of sandwiches, the microwaves sub-
stantially act in the inner area of the sandwich, which
contains a greater amount of water, introduced into the
oven 10.
[0047] Such water molecules, indeed, absorb the en-
ergy of the microwaves in a dielectric heating process
and start to vibrate generating heat.
[0048] Like in common microwave ovens, such a pro-
cedure, i.e. warming the inside of the sandwich, occurs
very quickly. The cooking chamber 11 of the combined
oven 10 is also provided with a, preferably fixed, plane
12 for supporting the food products to be heated.
[0049] In particular, such a plane 12 is of the heated-
plate type, for example a grill provided with resistances,
suitable for rapidly cooking, warming and defrosting the
products supported in the chamber 11 by heat conduction
from below.
[0050] Therefore, in the case in which a sandwich is
being heated, such a plane 12 can operate both simul-
taneously, as well as in a completely independent man-
ner from the microwaves, providing for quickly obtaining
a perfect browning on the lower surface of the sandwich,
with which it is in direct contact.
[0051] By shaping the plane 12 in an undulating man-
ner it is also possible to brown the lower surface of the
sandwich with the same result as that which can be ob-
tained through common plates used for warming sand-
wiches found on the market today.
[0052] According to the invention, it is also foreseen-
for there to be a further element 13 of the heated-plate
type, completely similar to the plane 12, said element 13
being mobile and being accommodated in the chamber
11 spaced above the plane 12 itself.
[0053] Such a further heated-plate element 13, for ex-
ample a grill provided with resistances, can be activated
both simultaneously and in a completely independent
manner from the microwaves to cook, warm and defrost
the food products supported in the chamber 11 from
above.
[0054] The nature of the type of heating offered by such
a further heated-plate element 13 shall be explained in
detail hereafter and it shall depend on the position that
the element 13 itself takes, which is indeed defined as
being mobile, with respect to the food products supported

on the plane 12.
[0055] For such a purpose, it is foreseen for there to
be suitable movement means of the further heated-plate
element 13. towards/away from the plane 12 such as, for
example, pulley elements supporting mobile belts con-
nected above the element 13 itself.
[0056] Therefore, according to the above, the further
heated-plate element 13 can remain spaced away from
the product resting on the plane 12, and in such a case
the thermal heating offered shall be of the natural con-
vective or radiation type, or the further heated-plate ele-
ment 13 can come into contact with the upper surface of
the food products, in particular of a sandwich, offering a
conductive type thermal heating.
[0057] In such a latter case, steps are taken to make
a perfect browning also on the upper surface of the sand-
wich after the inside has been heated through micro-
waves and at the same time as the browning of the lower
surface by means of the heated-plate plane 12.
[0058] In order for such a conductive type thermal heat-
ing of the upper plate 13 to occur in a correct manner
without excessively pressing against the upper surface
of bread of the sandwich, sensors are foreseen for de-
tecting the contact of the further heated-plate element 13
with an upper portion of the sandwich resting in the cham-
ber 11, in which such sensors are connected to the move-
ment means to block the descent of the further heated-
plate element 13 once a particular pressure exerted by
contact with the sandwich itself has been exceeded.
[0059] In such a case, since the further heated-plate
element 13 is in upper contact with the sandwich with a
desired pressure, such an element 13 proceeds to cook,
warm and defrost the sandwich itself browning the upper
surface from above by heat conduction.
[0060] As mentioned previously, both the production
of the microwaves and the activation of heating of the
supporting plane 12 and of the further heated-plate ele-
ment 13 can independently be actuated, for example by
acting manually upon the controls 30 on the outside of
the oven 10. Therefore, according to the invention, the
oven 10 can carry out steps, according to the needs, in
which it is provided for it to exclusively brown the outer
surfaces of the sandwich thanks to the supporting plane
12 and to the further plate element 13, steps in which it
is provided for it to exclusively warm/defrost the sandwich
thanks to the microwaves and/or a step in which both the
supporting plane 12 and the further plate element 13 are
activated in sequence, followed by the magnetron.
[0061] An example of an automatic process that such
an oven 10 makes it possible to carry out can foresee a
succession of steps in which initially for a few tens of
seconds it is provided for it to only warm/defrost the sand-
wich exclusively through microwaves, a subsequent
step, of the order of a minute, of only toasting the surfaces
of the sandwich when the magnetron is turned off, and
a last step, of a few tens of seconds, of simultaneous
action of both the supporting plane 12 and of the magn-
etron to finish off the outer lower browning while simul-
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taneously warming the inside and the possible filling of
the sandwich.
[0062] Moreover, according to the invention, also the
supporting plane 12 and the further plate element 13 can
be independently actuated to selectively brown only one
and/or both the two outer surfaces of the sandwich.
[0063] In particular, the controls 30, connected to a
control unit, make it possible to independently set the
power of the microwaves, in watts, the temperature of
the plates, in degrees, and the overall cooking time, in
seconds, subdivided into independent actuation steps of
the supporting plane 12, of the further plate element 13
and of the magnetron. Alternatively, it is foreseen for
there to be the possibility of controlling such factors listed
above in a coordinated manner based upon preset pro-
grams according to the kind and size of the sandwiches
or of the other products to be treated.
[0064] In other embodiments it is possible to independ-
ently set the actuation time of the microwaves and of the
plates as well as the different temperatures of the heated
plates.
[0065] It should be very easy to understand how the
combined oven for cooking, warming and defrosting fro-
zen or fresh food products, in particular for warming sand-
wiches, object of the invention, works.
[0066] In order to proceed to warm a sandwich in a
homogeneous and extremely quick way, while heating
the inner portion and while browning the upper and lower
outer portions, it is only required for the user to rest the
sandwich on the heated-plate plane 12.
[0067] At that point, by actuating the oven 10 through
the controls 30, the microwaves provide for warming the
inside of the sandwich in a very rapid manner, while the
heated-plate plane 12 and the heated-plate element 13
subsequently proceed to brown the lower and upper out-
er surfaces of the sandwich.
[0068] Since the supporting plane and the plate ele-
ment can be independently actuated with respect to the
magnetron, it is possible to independently set the brown-
ing of the outer surfaces with respect to the cooking of
the inside of the sandwich, according to needs.
[0069] In such a way, every plate and/or microwave
heating step shall be activated independently for the de-
sired time according to needs.
[0070] Finally, the combined oven according to the
present invention can also comprise a humidity extractor
device, like a centrifugal fan 50 schematically shown in
figure 2 at the back wall of the oven 10, capable of ex-
tracting from the cooking chamber the humidity generat-
ed while microwave cooking the sandwich.
[0071] In such a way, thus avoiding that the outer sur-
faces of the sandwich withhold excessive humidity, it is
possible to make these surfaces crispy in an optimal man-
ner and substantially in the same way that can be ob-
tained by conventional free plate cooking.
[0072] It has thus been seen that a combined oven for
cooking, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh food
products, in particular for warming sandwiches, accord-

ing to the present invention achieves the purposes pre-
viously highlighted. Indeed, the combined oven for cook-
ing, warming and defrosting frozen or fresh food prod-
ucts, in particular for warming sandwiches, according to
the present invention achieves a homogeneous inner
warming as well as an outer browning of both the upper
and lower surfaces of the sandwich to be heated, in a
rapid manner and without needing any manual interven-
tion.
[0073] The combined oven for cooking, warming and
defrosting frozen or fresh food products, in particular for
warming sandwiches, according to the present invention
thus conceived can undergo numerous modifications
and variants, all covered by the same inventive concept;
moreover, all the details can be replaced by technically
equivalent elements. In practice, the materials used, as
well as their sizes, can be of any type according to the
technical requirements.

Claims

1. Combined oven (10) of the microwave type for cook-
ing, warming and/or defrosting frozen or fresh food
products, in particular for warming sandwiches, com-
prising at least one magnetron for generating micro-
waves in a chamber (11) selectively accessible from
outside through a moveable closure door, said
chamber (11) being provided with a plane (12) for
supporting said food products, said plane (12) being
of the heated-plate type, a further heated-plate ele-
ment (13) being also foreseen accommodated in
said chamber (11) in a moveable manner and
spaced above said plane (12) to cook, warm and/or
defrost said food products supported in said cham-
ber (11) from above, characterized in that said sup-
porting plane (12) and said plate element (13) can
be actuated independently from each other and also
independently or in combination with respect to said
magnetron.

2. Combined oven (10) according to claim 1 charac-
terised in that said supporting plane (12) and said
plate element (13) can be actuated independently.

3. Combined oven (10) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims characterised in that it comprises
means for moving said further heated-plate element
(13) towards/away from said heated-plate plane
(12).

4. Combined oven (10) according to claim 3 charac-
terised in that said means for moving said further
heated-plate element (13) towards/away from said
heated-plate plane (12) comprise pulley elements.

5. Combined oven (10) according to claim 3 charac-
terised in that it comprises sensors for detecting
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the contact of said further heated-plate element (13)
with an upper portion of said food products supported
in said chamber (11), said sensors being connected
to said movement means to block said further heat-
ed-plate element (13) in upper contact position with
said food products, said further heated-plate ele-
ment (13) cooking, warming and defrosting, at least
by heat conduction from above, said food products
supported in said chamber (11).

6. Combined oven (10) according to claim 5 charac-
terised in that said sensors for detecting contact of
said heated-plate element (13) with an upper portion
of said food products supported in said chamber (11)
comprise pressure sensors.

7. Combined oven (10) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims characterised in that it comprises
means for independent actuation of said micro-
waves, said heated-plate supporting plane (12) and
said further heated-plate element (13).

8. Combined oven (10) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims characterised in that it comprises
means for combined actuation, according to preset
programmes, of said microwaves, said heated-plate
supporting plane (12) and said further heated-plate
element (13).

9. Combined oven (10) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims characterised in that both said heated-
plate supporting plane (12) and said further heated-
plate element (13) are crossed by electrical resist-
ances.

10. Combined oven (10) according to any one of the pre-
vious claims characterised in that it comprises a
device (50) for extracting the humidity generated in
said cooking chamber when said food products are
being microwaved.

Patentansprüche

1. Kombinierter Ofen (10) vom Mikrowellentyp zum Ko-
chen, Erwärmen und/oder Auftauen von gefrorenen
oder frischen Nahrungsmitteln, insbesondere zum
Erwärmen von Sandwiches, umfassend mindestens
ein Magnetron zur Erzeugung von Mikrowellen in ei-
ner Kammer (11), die wahlweise von außen durch
eine bewegliche Schließtür zugänglich ist, wobei die
Kammer (11) mit einer Fläche (12) zum Tragen der
Nahrungsmittel versehen ist, wobei die Fläche (12)
vom Typ eines beheizten Tellers ist, wobei ein wei-
teres beheiztes Tellerelement (13) vorgesehen ist,
das auf bewegliche Weise und beabstandet über der
Fläche (12) in der Kammer (11) untergebracht ist
zum Kochen, Erwärmen und/oder Auftauen der Nah-

rungsmittel, die in der Kammer (11) von oben getra-
gen werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die
Auflagefläche (12) und das Tellerelement (13) un-
abhängig voneinander und sowohl unabhängig als
auch in Kombination mit dem Magnetron betätigt
werden können.

2. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Auflagefläche (12) und
das Tellerelement (13) unabhängig voneinander be-
tätigt werden können.

3. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach einem der vorstehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er
Mittel umfasst, um das weitere beheizte Tellerele-
ment (13) hin/weg zu/von der Fläche (12) für den
beheizten Teller zu bewegen.

4. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach Anspruch 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Mittel, die das weitere
beheizte Tellerelement (13) hin/weg zu/von der Flä-
che (12) für den beheizten Teller bewegen, Riemen-
scheibenelemente umfassen.

5. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach Anspruch 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass er Sensoren zur Kontakter-
fassung des weiteren beheizten Tellerelements (13)
mit einem oberen Anteil der in der Kammer (11) ge-
tragenen Nahrungsmittel umfasst, wobei die Senso-
ren mit den Bewegungsmitteln verbunden sind, um
das weitere beheizte Tellerelement (13) in der obe-
ren Kontaktposition mit den Nahrungsmitteln zu blo-
ckieren, wobei das weitere beheizte Tellerelement
(13) die in der Kammer (11) getragenen Nahrungs-
mittel mindestens durch Wärmezuführung von oben
kocht, erwärmt und auftaut.

6. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach Anspruch 5, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Sensoren zur Erfassung
des Kontakts des beheizten Tellerelements (13) mit
einem oberen Anteil der in der Kammer (11) getra-
genen Nahrungsmittel Drucksensoren umfassen.

7. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach einem der vorstehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er
Mittel zur unabhängigen Betätigung der Mikrowel-
len, der den beheizten Teller tragenden Fläche (12)
und des weiteren beheizten Tellerelements (13) um-
fasst.

8. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach einem der vorstehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er
Mittel zur kombinierten, gemäß voreingestellten Pro-
grammen vorgenommenen Betätigung der Mikro-
wellen, der den beheizten Teller tragenden Fläche
(12) und des weiteren beheizten Tellerelements (13)
umfasst.
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9. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach einem der vorstehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
sowohl die den beheizten Teller tragende Fläche
(12) als auch das weitere beheizte Tellerelement
(13) von elektrischen Widerständen durchquert wer-
den.

10. Kombinierter Ofen (10) nach einem der vorstehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er
eine Vorrichtung (50) für den Abzug der beim Mikro-
wellengaren der Nahrungsmittel in der Kochkammer
entstehenden Feuchtigkeit umfasst.

Revendications

1. Four combiné (10) du type à micro-ondes pour cuire,
réchauffer et/ou décongeler des produits alimen-
taires frais ou congelés, en particulier pour réchauf-
fer des sandwichs, comprenant au moins un magné-
tron pour générer des micro-ondes dans une cham-
bre (11) accessible de manière sélective de l’exté-
rieur à travers une porte de fermeture mobile, ladite
chambre (11) étant pourvue d’un plan (12) pour sup-
porter lesdits produits alimentaires, ledit plan (12)
étant du type plaque chauffée, un autre élément de
plaque chauffée (13) étant également prévu logé
dans ladite chambre (11) d’une manière mobile et
espacée au-dessus dudit plan (12) pour cuire, ré-
chauffer et/ou décongeler lesdits produits alimen-
taires supportés dans ladite chambre (11) par le
haut, caractérisé en ce que ledit plan de support
(12) et ledit élément de plaque (13) peuvent être ac-
tionnés indépendamment l’un de l’autre et égale-
ment indépendamment ou en combinaison par rap-
port audit magnétron.

2. Four combiné (10) selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que ledit plan de support (12) et ledit
élément de plaque (13) peuvent être actionnés in-
dépendamment.

3. Four combiné (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend des moyens pour déplacer ledit autre élé-
ment de plaque chauffée (13) vers/loin dudit plan de
plaque chauffée (12).

4. Four combiné (10) selon la revendication 3 carac-
térisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour déplacer ledit
autre élément de plaque chauffée (13) vers/loin dudit
plan de plaque chauffée (12) comprennent des élé-
ments de poulie.

5. Four combiné (10) selon la revendication 3 carac-
térisé en ce qu’il comprend des capteurs pour dé-
tecter le contact dudit autre élément de plaque chauf-
fée (13) avec une portion supérieure desdits produits

alimentaires supportés dans ladite chambre (11),
lesdits capteurs étant connectés auxdits moyens de
mouvement pour bloquer ledit autre élément de pla-
que chauffée (13) en position de contact supérieur
avec lesdits produits alimentaires, ledit autre élé-
ment de plaque chauffée (13) cuisant, réchauffant
et décongelant, au moins par conduction thermique
par le haut, lesdits produits alimentaires supportés
dans ladite chambre (11).

6. Four combiné (10) selon la revendication 5 carac-
térisé en ce que lesdits capteurs pour détecter un
contact dudit élément de plaque chauffée (13) avec
une portion supérieure desdits produits alimentaires
supportés dans ladite chambre (11) comprennent
des capteurs de pression.

7. Four combiné (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend des moyens pour l’actionnement indé-
pendant desdites micro-ondes, dudit plan de support
de plaque chauffée (12) et dudit autre élément de
plaque chauffée (13).

8. Four combiné (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend des moyens pour l’actionnement combi-
né, en fonction de programmes préétablis, desdites
micro-ondes, dudit plan de support de plaque chauf-
fée (12) et dudit autre élément de plaque chauffée
(13).

9. Four combiné (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’à
la fois ledit plan de support de plaque chauffée (12)
et ledit autre élément de plaque chauffée (13) sont
traversés par des résistances électriques.

10. Four combiné (10) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comprend un dispositif (50) pour extraire l’humidité
générée dans ladite chambre de cuisson quand les-
dits produits alimentaires sont traités par micro-on-
des.
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